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Driver, Julia, –, –, , 
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becoming; virtues
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Lévinas, Emmanuel, –, , 
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on freedom, , 
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McDowell, John, –
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, ; See also Sher, George
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phenomenology of, 
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, ; See also flourishing; normative
responsivity
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and normative balance, 
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ethics
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responsivity; habituation; moral
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narcissism, . See also egoism, motivational
narrativity
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Nietzsche, Friedrich, , , , , 
on self-becoming, –
on self-overcoming, 
on virtue, 

noble, the, , , , . See also
Aristotle

normative balance. See normative claim(s),
balance of

normative claim(s), –, 
balance of, , , , , , , , ,

, , , , 
competing, –, , –, , –, ,

, , , , 
first-personal, –, , , –, , ,

, , –
incommensurable, , , , –
irreducible, –, –, , , , ,

–

plurality of, , , –, –, –, , ,
, , , , –, –, ,
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world-embedded, 
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normative perspective. See perspective,
normative

normative responsivity, –. See also critical
comparison; critical distance;
deliberation; flourishing, as normative
responsivity; habituation; moral
exemplars; moral perception; phronēsis
(practical intelligence); reason, practical;
virtues

normativity. See normative claim(s)
Nozick, Robert, 

objectivity, , , 
Husserl on, –

patience, , , , ; See also virtues
as character trait, 
contrasted with complacency, 
contrasted with endurance, , 
and entitlement, –
first-personal dimension of, , 
and narrativity, 
and normative balance, , , , 
as orientation to world, 
as problem-solving stance, , , , ,



second-personal dimension of, , ,
–, , 

and self-abnegation, 
as self-restraint, , –, –, ,

, –
as temporal orientation, –, ,

–, –, , –
third-personal dimension of, , 
as tolerance, –

perception, –, , , –, –,
, . See also moral perception

perfectionism, 
and impatience, 

perseverance, 
perspective, normative. See normative claim(s),

first-personal; normative claim(s),
plurality of; normative claim(s), second-
personal; normative claim(s), third-
personal

phenomenology, existential, –, , 
first-personal, 
and metaphysics, 
as method, , –, , –, 
second-personal, 
third-personal, 

phronēsis (practical intelligence), , , , –,
, , , –, , ;
See also Aristotle; critical comparison;
flourishing, as normative balance;
flourishing, as normative responsivity;

reason, practical; virtues, as problem-
solving stances

and deliberation, –
as moral perception, 
as primary virtue, 

Plato
on the Forms, 
on justice, , 
Republic, , 

pleasure, , , –, , , , , ,
, –, , –, .
See also Aristotle, on pleasure; goods,
pleasure

aesthetic, 

rashness, –. See also Aristotle, on courage
Rawls, John, 
reason, practical, , –, , , –, ,

, , –; See also critical
comparison; flourishing, as normative
responsivity; moral perception;
normative claim(s), competing phronēsis
(practical intelligence); virtues, as
problem-solving stances

and deliberation, , –
and normative plurality, 

relativism, , –, –. See also
flourishing, challenges to; virtues, as
problem-solving stances

responsibility, , , –, –, ,
, , 

as ‘resoluteness’, ; See also Heidegger,
Martin

right action, , , 
agent-centered, , 
consequentialism, 
deontology, 
and self-control, 
Utilitarianism, 
world-embedded, –, 

rights, concept of, , , , –. See also
deontic constraints; justice

role models. See moral exemplars
Romanticism, –, –, 
Rudd, Anthony, –
Russell, David, , , , , 

Sartre, Jean-Paul, 
Scheler, Max, –
Schueler, G. F., –, , 
science, , –. See alsoHusserl, Edmund, on

scientific understanding
Seinkönnen (ability-to-be), , . See also

flourishing, as normative responsivity;
identity; virtues, as problem-solving
stances; virtues, skill model of
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self, the, –, –, , , , , , ;
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metaphysical conception of, –, 
and narrativity, 
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and temporality, –, –, –, , ,

, –, , , , –, ,
–, –, , –, 

world-embedded, –, –
self-abnegation, 
self-becoming, –, , , –, –, ,

, , , , , , , , ,
, , , –, –, ;
See also flourishing; moral evaluation, life
as object of

and critical distance, , , , ; See also
Nietzsche, Friedrich

and deliberation, , –
and friendship, 
and habituation, , –, 
as incomplete project, , , , , ,

, , –, –, –,
, , , 

and moral exemplars, , , , –,
–, 

and narrativity, , 
and perspectival incompleteness, 
phenomenology of, 
role of the imagination in, , 
as self-control, , 
as self-creation, , –, , –;

See also Nietzsche, Friedrich
as self-overcoming, 

self-creation. See identity, as self-creation;
Nietzsche, Friedrich; self-becoming, as
self-creation; style

self-love, Aristotle on, –
self-overcoming. See Nietzsche, Friedrich; self-

becoming, as self-overcoming
sensus communis. See Kant, Immanuel
Sher, George, –
skill. See Seinkönnen; virtues, as problem-solving

stances; virtues, skill model of
Slote, Michael, 
Socrates, , 

Apology, 
on arête. See virtues
on wisdom, 

soul, the, , –, , , , –, 
Aristotle on, , , 

Sreenivasan, Gopal, –, , –. See also
deontic constraints; justice; rights,
concept of

Stoicism, 

style, –. See also Nietzsche, Friedrich; self-
becoming, as self-creation

subject/object dichotomy, , , , , ,
–, 

Sumner, Wayne, 

temperance, 
temporality, as defining human feature, .

See also time
time

phenomenology of, , , 
relation to transcendence, 

Utilitarianism. , . See also Bentham, Jeremy;
flourishing, subjectivist accounts of;
hedonism; Mill, John Stuart

as first-, second-, third-personal stances, –

virtue ethics
agent-centered, , , , , , , 
circularity objection, –, –
contrasted with Utilitarianism and deontology,

, –, –, 
and dispositionalist account of character, 
and existential phenomenology, –, , 
as practical project, , , –, –, 
naturalistic accounts of, , ; See also

flourishing, objectivist accounts of,
naturalism

neo-Aristotelian, 
right action, , , , , , 

virtues. See character; excellence; flourishing, as
normative responsivity; virtue ethics

constitutive of flourishing, , , , , 
enumeration problem, , –
as modes of excellence, , , , , 
as problem-solving stances, , –, –,

–, , –, , , –,
, ; See also critical comparison;
flourishing, as normative responsivity;
moral perception; normative claim(s),
competing; reason, practical

skill model of, , –, , –, ,
–, , , , , ,


unity of, , , –

well-being. See flourishing
Williams, Bernard, , 
wisdom, practical. See Aristotle; phronēsis

(practical intelligence)
world, –
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